
From early adopters of new technology in field of Government Job competitive exams like that of SBI Clerk . Plutus 
Academy has helped large number of students during their career. May it be for UPSC and Banking exams or Online 
coaching for SBI Clerk
Video courses for SBI Clerk constitutes Syllabus wise topics with about 300-500 Video lectures for each Level Pre , 
Mains, Sample Papers , Quiz , Sample Papers with solutions , Previous year question papers of SBI Clerk
Teaching of subjects according to Marking scheme and Blue print of SBI Clerk exams
We offer these courses in two variants 

1. Online
2. Pen drive 

Online module is accessible through INTERNET where as Pen-drive module is accessible without Internet. In both these 
modules you also get to access doubt clearing classes conducted Online on every week end. Students also get a panel to ask 
question and eminent faculties reply them through that.
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MEMORY BASED SBI CLERK PRELIMS PRACTICE SET based on 28th May 2016 Exam 

ENGLISH LANGUAGE SOLUTIONS 

71.(d);Refer to the last paragraph, ''you are the only person who can influence your happiness, your 
realization and your success.''  
72.(e);Refer to the last paragraph, “the most important relationship you can have is the one you have 
with yourself.'' 
73.(d);Refer to second paragraph, ''there was a mirror inside the coffin: everyone who looked inside it 
could see himself''. 
74.(e);they were excited about the identity. 
75.(c);Refer to the second paragraph it is explained there that they were shocked to see the mirror. 
76.(c);thrill means cause (someone) to have a sudden feeling of excitement and pleasure hence delight is 
most similar in meaning. 
77.(b);influence means the capacity to have an effect on the character, development, or behaviour of 
someone or something, or the effect itself hence domination is the word most similar in meaning. 
78.(c);Revolutionize means a forcible overthrow of a government or social order, in favour of a new 
system hence uprising is the word most similar in meaning. 
79.(a);Funeral means a ceremony or service held shortly after a person's death, usually including the 
person's burial or cremation hence nativity is the word most opposite in meaning. 
80.(e);hindered means make it difficult for (someone) to do something or for (something) to happen 
hence expedite is the word most opposite in meaning. 
FOR questions(81-85);The correct sequence is DACBEF 
81.(e);D 
82.(a);A 
83.(d);C 
84.(a);B 
85.(e);F 
86.(a);Remove 'suppose'. 
87.(a);Remove 'that'. 
88.(e);No error. 
89.(c);Remove 'the' 
90.(d);Use ‘profoundly’ in place of ‘profound’. 
91.(3); Change ‘impac’ into ‘impact’ 
92.(4); Change ‘requited’ into ‘required’ 
93.(5); 
94.(2); Change ‘willingly’ into ‘willing’ 
95.(1); Change ‘halve’ into ‘half’ 
96.(b); 
97.(c); 
98.(d); 
99.(b); 
100.(e); 
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